
Item 24.2 Advice from Norse regarding Fen Park play area matting 

As discussed please be advised of the following prices for Matta surfacing to each item of equipment 

along with recommendations.  All prices are plus VAT 

 

Supernova £3100 (priority) 

Existing wetpour surface is repeatedly damaged and this unit would benefit from the surface 

upgrade. 

 

Junior Multiplay £7545 (priority) 

This is the larger multiplay with damaged Nott Sport surface.  Both surface and kit are getting old 

and ideally could be replaced, however replacing unit with something similar has significant 

costs.  The kit itself should remain serviceable for a few more years but the surface does really need 

attention now.  I would therefore recommend the surface being upgraded. 

 

Car Spring £275 & 

4 seat springer £620 

Modest costs make these worth considering to improve aesthetically.  As toddler specific items also 

some merit. 

  

Toddler Swings £2585 

Serviceable unit and surface in reasonable condition.  Would benefit from upgrade but not highest 

priority. 

  

Seesaw £830 

An older piece of equipment and the surface is actually in pretty good order.  Costs are modest but 

would probably hold and consider within a wider project of improvement. 

  

A frame climber £1550 

Another older piece of equipment with limited play value, surface currently in reasonable 

order.  Would recommend considering replacing the unit in time, therefore save surfacing cost. 

  

Cycle Roundabout £4440 plus preparation cost (est £1500) 

It is not possible to do a straightforward overlay on this item.  The total cost really outweighs the 

value of the item.  I would recommend leaving this one until it is replaced , start thinking about the 

removal/replacement along with other items. 

  

In all cases would recommend tile colours and pattern as per the existing already on site.  Everything 

is costed per the square meter so unlikely to be much movement on costs for multiple pieces.  There 

is normally a 4-6 week lead in from placing the order but if you are interested in any of the options 

let me know and I’ll see what can be done. 


